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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Broad troughing continues across the western gulf resulting in a near stationary area of low pressure over southern Texas. This low 
along with generally low pressure across the region has resulted in fresh southeasterly flow over a large portion of the gulf. Fresh to 
strong winds from the E and SE have been noted which are expected to continue over the next few days. Moderate to occasionally 
rough seas are expected as a result over the next 24 hours before the aforementioned low dissipates this weekend. Thunderstorms 
will continue over the Gulf of Mexico before weakening this weekend given the proximity to the low pressure. As a result, more 
relaxed conditions are expected further east in the central gulf. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

With the dissipated of the low in the Bay of Campeche expect conditions to improve gulf wide with gentle to moderate winds 
anticipated alongside slight seas. High pressure will slide into the region from the east resulting in this change in conditions. 
Seasonal trade winds at gentle to moderate speeds as this feature plants itself in the gulf. Isolated thunderstorms will remain 
a marginal threat however the magnitude and prevalence of thunderstorms will be greatly diminished as opposed to the next 
several days.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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